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On Peter Pan

“He was a lovely boy, clad in skeleton leaves and the juices that 
ooze out of  trees but the most entrancing thing about him was 

that he had all his first teeth. . . .”

Peter Pan, J. M. Barrie

1. I am thinking of  aurochs and angels,
the coarse pelt of  a satyr and silken
feathers pulled taut in flight.

I look upon you—goat god, boy god—
and dream the secret of  durable pigments,
dead leaves to inscribe with fingerling poems.

This—a patchwork palimpsest inscribed
with prophetic sonnets and sweet prayers,
traces of  desire.

Under your skin—upon it—lies the refuge of  art,
where my hand lingers for a moment,
two broken surfaces touching.

And this is the only immortality you and I may share,
my Peter, my Pan.*







Aurochs and Angels
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 2. His soul is an atom
 that dances the world into being.
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Two is the beginning of  the end.

3. élan lifting her from the covers,
drowsy, as a tiny hand tap taps the window
that was so solid now made wet
as a fish with clouded breath
from his unkissed mouth.

Who are you boy she pauses
and him languid by the window.
a foot touches the bed, and she
blushes at the seashell toes.
Shhhh she whispers you will wake them
but he is quiet as a shadow
there in the room that was
sacred, her mother said, untouched
and untouchable but there he is

and she knows he is a kind of  shadow
pulled from her limbs like fleece
first not there, and then wholly emerged,
heart beating, from her empty belly.
they fit so perfectly together
that something shifts and cracks inside her
like a breaking bell.

that single note,
echoed through her windpipes
and the space between lips
for him is everything.
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  “Wendy, Wendy, when you are
sleeping in your silly bed you

might be flying about with me
saying funny things to the stars.”

4. It is easy to be eight years old
when I look on the smooth foothills of  his face.
His voices bristles like an unshaved chin:
tickling syllables,
whispers of  gold hair
as long as harp strings.
 
Peter’s nose is a hooded falcon,
wings beating in a snort of  laughter.
 
It is easy to be eight years old,
clothed in green under a hill
where the sky spirals and spirals.
Easy to forget.
 
“Come away, o human child. . . .”
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5. That first panicked flight—
 the chthonian-chalk-taste of  London smoke
and the frightful image of  Michael’s slipper,
unheeded, tumbling from his curled foot.
Peter never looked back, never glimpsed, never gleaned,
how my heart knocked like a bee against a screen,   
bumbling, tripping, graceless.
  Why couldn’t you care more,
      imp-child,
     lambkin?

There is a phenomenon, they say,
  that when an ocean liner sinks
the weight of  it sucks the swimming 
passengers behind—

a certain kind of  magnetism.

That was Peter flying.

  Of  course, you couldn’t care, Peter,
        my joy.

For that was the magic of  it,
   the heartlessness of  it all.

The trick to flying, you see,
 is simply to find a new kind of  magnetism
 breaking the blood-tight bonds of  gravity 
 
 to float, flotsam-like, 
  in the wake of  a new vessel.
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6. the scattershot thoughts of  twisting tasting body 
crow, she whispers, crow.
 
the tiny cannon explosions of  breath 
bursting lungs, straining veins with red-blood oxygen 
seeping, seeping, straining through arm, wrist, finger 
and the sunlight dazzles 
that brief  cloth-of-gold cover to cloudy countertops 
as I whiz by

 
whisper whisper 

crow, crow, crow, crow, crow 
 

dancing upon the still lake tip-tap mirror reflection 
of  my toes pooling circles where they touch 

the broken stillness 
so light a touch

 
ah, I sing, I sing 

and Ah she whispers in the canals of  my ears

as bones hammer, bloodshot, against tiny drums 
an entire world inside my cheeks 
of  toy soldier marches with a boom boom strike point 
rattle scrape
 
it is all so beautiful 
noisy echoes of  chest cavity and brainpan deafening 
like caves and valleys shouting back 
my own voice 
as I crow, crow, crow 
the beauty of  me. 
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7. Every morning, Mrs. Darling collects the clothes 
discarded about the children’s room: Wendy’s frock and 
sashes, John’s muddied uniform, Michael’s socks so tiny 
they curl up like kittens in the palm of  her hand. Every 
afternoon, Mrs. Darling looks over these objects. She 
washes, irons, folds, and tends to tears. Some days, Mrs. 
Darling remarks upon the laundry, a shirt suddenly too 
small, a sock mended once too many times. 

She looks upon her washing, ironing, folding 
hands, feels the too tight skin. She knows she is 
growing older. She fears the tightness of  her skin 
and alternately its looseness, the wrinkled folds. 
Some evenings as she darns Michael’s worn socks, 
she pulls the fraying yarn. She unravels the heel, 
the toe. Slowly. Some evenings she imagines tug-
ging out the blue veins of  her hand, laying them in 
a neat pile while her arms, shoulders, neck slowly 
undo themselves.

It is midnight and the children sleep, pieces of  their 
daily life tucked quietly away in drawers and closets. 
Mrs. Darling peers in through the door. The grandfa-
ther clock chimes, and Michael stirs, drowsily turns, 
exhales. It is already tomorrow.





The Secret of  Durable 
Pigments
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The boys on the island vary, of  course, 
in numbers, according as they get killed and so on; 

and when they seem to be growing up, 
which is against the rules, 

Peter thins them out; 

8. It was simpler back then, brother, 
to lie among the wolves.
      I always wondered,  
  caught beneath the thumbnail moon, 
why my eyes do not burn gold in the darkness 
Like his.

  
The knowledge of  childhood: 
a muzzle sharp and bristling, 

teeth half-gleaming beneath his lips. 
  

 To you, he taught the hunt— 
   how to tread silent in the tall grass, 
   tasting where the deer had passed. 
 A wolf ’s gift. 

To me, the night songs that caused men to turn, 
 half-waking with a jerk, 

  and wonder at the fear in their hearts. 
 

   It is the same now— 
   that fear of  fire, 
  that love of  moonlight— 

though we have changed in other ways. 
  

I will not hunt with you, brother, 
for I must shed my teeth 

and you still wake at my song, 
caught between fear and hunger.

 
Brother, let me go.
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9. staring at their slowly
metastasizing shoulders
sometimes he wonders
if  it would be charitable
to snuff  out quickly
their birthday candle lives
or let them gutter on
in caskets of  flesh.
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“And if  he forgets them so quickly,”
Wendy argued, “how can we expect that 

he will go on remembering us?”

10. Always, there was this touch of  fear to him, 
lurking behind the acorn eyes 
that flicked like a cat’s tongue as he slept.

 
They say he was born in the curl of  a tongue,
 the soft explosion of  breath 
that never formed a sentence before 
 he vanished in the vowels. 
Oh, she cried, oh.
 
 
They are asymptotic, never quite touching each other 
though they reach towards infinity. 
 He is his own circle.
She knows. 
Oh, he cries, oh.
 
 
One day, she will rest her hand on his head, 
whispering words in the darkness 
to comfort him. 
 She would teach him his name, 
 if  he would let her.
Oh, he would cry, oh.
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11. Only once did he touch me
that night we played November
with a tattered blanket smelling 
of  lavender and ovaltine
his thumb against a cold-taut nipple
“mm, Wendy, you have such goose bumps” 
and I shiver
and the blanket moves like hair across us
thick with mother scents I cannot recall
neither of  us knowing what parents do
only the odd feeling of  the calluses
chasing tea-cup breasts for warmth

“We’ve built the little walls and roof
And made a lovely door,
So tell us, mother Wendy,

What are you wanting more?”

lost boys snort and snore and his hand still there
though by now his mind has wandered so I touch
the flotsam curl of  hair on his temple
autumn breathes in through drainpipes windows chutes
a single moan in the throats of  our little house
he and I curl together like flexing fingers
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12. With the children gone, the house no longer 
breathes. There are no tantrums, no sword fights and 
pretending, no dinner time lectures, no stories. Mrs. 
Darling sits at the table, hands folded like a laundered 
shirt, and waits. When Mr. Darling enters, she does not 
look up. She disdains the steps of  daily living.

Today, Mr. Darling has stitched on his paling wife 
with a sewing needle. Now she follows him to work, 
drinks coffee as he does, reads the newspaper. As 
one, they rise from the table. As one, they mount 
the stairs, past the empty room on the left.

She knows something is wrong, but Mrs. Darling can 
no 
longer remember the weight of  her own body. It is 
easier for her to live in this darkness.







Prophetic Sonnets
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She was the cannibal of  the seas, 
and scarce needed that watchful eye, 

for she floated immune in the horror of  her name. 

13. There is something in the darkness,
a gleaming spine,
great arcing bones, oars, ribs, veins.
The waves circled around this thing always.

The tide drew back like linen covers,
and this gleaming giant
cradled, waits.

The moon is one for secrets.
She tugs across skin and sea and sand.
There are deep scratches where she passes,
furrows in the dark stretches
large enough to hold me when I sleep.

A dark eye watching me.

   The dead never rest
   beneath the ocean.
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The moon has pulled off  my skin.

We are all naked,
restless ribs
flutter in movement.

  There are no words for tomorrow
  beneath the ocean.

We break open in the long stretches of  silence.
Our voices escape us,
echo through the wide spaces
between bones.

We are both skinless,
you and I,
a hollow mass of  whistling air
waiting to be filled.
The dead never rest
restless ribs
and this gleaming giant
in my skin.
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O man unfathomable

14. Tick tick, whispers the floating brain
chasing half-dredged slivers that slip, soundless,
into floorboards.

   Something sits half-digested,
   stewed and spasming the brainpan,
   the skull that aches for draining

Tick tick, whispers raw nerve endings
that scrape the squeezed eye sockets
with violin friction.

   where colours accrue in the dark space
   there need not be the weight
   of  hanging flesh.

Tick tick, whispers the cool curved steel
a solid lump, a nestled toothache;
the tongue tastes metallic root-hooks.

   He cannot unhinge the parts robotic—
   the twist of  grating gears
   and automatic spirals—

   He is too much alive,
   and too much dead
   to halt his clockwork brain.
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15. she did not know
how could she?
what his mouth meant
when it curved like that.
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. . . she was too fascinated to cry out. 
She was only a little girl. 

16. The moonlight peeling her skin:
apple peel ringlets,
like ripples in the water
or an onion coming apart.

There were no hands,
no hot breath on the neck
where her heart was a squirming fish,
struggling.

Through the arc of  glass,
a gleam of  whispering light
that leapt inside her ribs,
pooling like water.

Morning is full of  hollow places,
as she stitches herself  together.
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17. He cocks his hat just so, balanced obliquely, 
chin thrust out, smooth like a boy’s 
and the hand shaking you might think
from a distance but not shaking, full of  tiny
practice twitches, one hand only.

His fingers reach an octave and a half
but he only plays black keys for me, loving
their disorder, the stabs of  sound, the unevenness
of  tiny hammers cocked and falling on wire. 
He never learned their pattern though he can look 
at a man and know immediately if  he would draw, 
anger, go thick with booze, or flinch.

I watch him kick his feet up on the table, 
the mud from his boots red-brown, dust playing
games in the grooves of  knives, the precise
circles of  condensation; he sits like a bear
to be baited or a dog gone mad in heat.

 If  he cut you open, Jas. Hook, 
 he would find the skin of  a wolf
 and the skin of  a bear beneath that,
 clastic layers of  wild animal aggression
 sedimented through time and the slow pressure
 cooker heat. He would strip you down
 and read your age through the circles
 squeezing your heart, he would read you all,
 peeled back to your sharp bones
 and that pocket of  sulphur and charcoal
 waiting for the hammer to spark.
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18. You must bury the body, she says,
two days too late when it is already a twitching mess
half  alive with things of  the ground.

He will not look at it
though he cleans the blade with smiling precision;
Peter will not look again.

One more thing behind him,
she thinks,
as she feels the cold weight of  that 

gentleman hand in hers, thoroughly washed, 
and praises with a motherly affection
the half-moon nails polished like steel.
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Pan, who and what art thou?

I’m youth, I’m joy. 
I’m a little bird that has broken out of  the egg.

19. Dead:

Ed Teynte, quartermaster,
Bill Jukes, he did not scream though they say he did,
Cecco, handsome. 
One, two, three.

Gentleman Starkey leapt into the sea.
Four.

Noodler, Alf  Mason, Robert Mullins.
Cookson (Black Murphy’s brother)
William Slank, Morgan’s Skylights.
Smee, sometimes he was kind.

Him.

I shall not count further.
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“I forget them after I kill them,” 
he replied carelessly. 

20. There is an Auschwitz,
she thought,
in that little boy.
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21. Once upon a time there was no Mrs. Darling. 
There was a space where she used to be that sat cold 
and empty like a furnace gone out. Mr. Darling could 
hardly remember, forgot her more and more each day. 
His heart was a cabinet of  curiosities, so many things 
missing. He cradles a child’s finger-bone to his chest, 
a stuffed crocodile, the scale of  a fish. He cannot tell 
where they belong now, only that some kind of  natural 
history has vanished and without it the world is chaotic, 
brutal.

Once upon a time there was no Mrs. Darling, and 
when the children crowd through the bedroom win-
dow no one greets them. Michael begins to cry. He 
does not know why, only that the room is strange 
and dark. Wendy hushes him, takes his hand, draws 
him close. It is only Peter who knows that all moth-
ers are make-believe. “Come away. Come away. 
There is no one here.”

Wendy touches the bedspread. It is neat and folded. 
This means nothing to her.





The Refuge of  Art
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22. Some nights are lonely.

it had seemed such a long year of  waiting to her. 

I strip off  my clothes quietly
my skin, the layers of  veins and muscle and tissue
I leave them in a neat pile
beside my bed.

On those nights,
when I am lonely,
there is a howling deep in my belly,
in the place you never touched.

I go roaming,
my wolf-self  naked

And we run, you and I,
without our skins.
With only teeth and tongues
over the wide places where we could never touch.

I can feel you at my throat.
I can feel your breath
on the soft hairs of  my body.
I can taste you.

At home,
our skins lie in neat, folded piles
untouched
by teeth or tongue.
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23. I know they are not real—
can never be—
these visions in the water.
Still, there is a part of  me
forever caught
by that picture of  myself,
dark as tea leaves
or a python’s skin

 Ceaselessly tracing the ripples,
 the thousand selves I could have been,
 it is so easy to lose myself
 in the current of  possibilities
 until I no longer hear your name
 endlessly echoing.
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“Whoever has no house now will never have one.
Whoever is alone will stay alone
Will sit, read, write long letters through the evening
And wander on the boulevards, up and down . . .” 
 Autumn Day, Rainer Maria Rilke

24. Spring has lost luster
beneath the egg-white gleam of  her eye.
Milk-eyed, she dreams those branches
and the arching space of  roots
like cradle bars
where she used to lay her head.
 Whoever has no house—
 It is gone now, he whispers—
 now will never have one
tossed high beyond the foothills 
of  stunted fingers.

Broken things are better
and he hates the clean perfect shape
of  the nightgown.
Its lack of  tongues alarms him.
 Whoever is alone—
 who will kiss your feet, Wendy, your knees?—
 will stay alone.
She is stitched so firmly
to the fabric of  this new life.
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Once you mixed blood with milk
and tasted acorns and earthworms,
all that quiet newness in your mouth:
the broken stone that cuts sharply, cleanly.
You, Wendy bird, 
 will sit, read, write
 the strange cruelties we rejoiced in
 long letters through the evening.
Why does the latch rest firmly
where my shadow used to pass?

The dream still haunts her shuffled mornings:
the hollow space of  the pram,
warm pillow and sweetly damp blankets
grown flat and shapeless as an ocean.
Her fingers curved to hooks that search
 and wander on the boulevards, 
 twitching their telegraph loss
 up and down.
His breath balloons the window
but she shuts tight the curtain.
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25. There is no mist in the city,
no sparks that flicker beyond your gaze
like the eyes of  the first woman you loved.
Electricity has replaced fireflies
as the primary source of  light.

Who needs a trail of  breadcrumbs
to navigate the London tube?
There are easier ways to travel
than in a house on chicken legs
at seven leagues a stride.

Your shadow has escaped you
and without a needle and thread,
it shall roam free. It knows her,
the first woman you loved,
knows how to find her braid of  hair
dangling from the tenth story window,
knows the name to call.

One night, perhaps, you shall turn a corner
to see them dancing:
his hand upon her hip.
He is sharper in her gaze,
and though you trace his steps
(the steps you learned together)
her smile is only for him.
You are but a shadow
cast upon the street.
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 26. He is brightness caught for a moment, 
 flickering out, 
 as the world sheds darkness 
 in its skin. 
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NOTES

 “25” published as “Mist and Shadows” in Star*Line 
28.2. and reprinted in The 2006 Rhysling Anthology: The 
Best Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror Poetry of  2005.

The section titles of  this collection are taken from the 
last lines of  Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov: “I am think-
ing of  aurochs and angels, the secret of  durable pig-
ments, prophetic sonnets, the refuge of  art. And this is 
the only immortality you and I may share, my Lolita.”
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 . . . and this is the only immortality you and I may share.


